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T9 Reform A-English
We witness that on the ___ day of the week, the HebrewDate day of the month of
HebrewMonth, in the year HebrewYear, corresponding to the Date day of Month, Year,
here in City, State, Country: The bride, BrideFullName, daughter of ____ and _____,
says to the groom: With this ring you are consecrated unto me as my husband,
according to the tradition of Moses and the Jewish people. I shall treasure you, nourish
you, support you and respect you as Jewish women have devoted themselves to their
husbands, with integrity. The groom, GroomFullName, son of ____ and _____, says
to the bride: With this ring you are consecrated unto me as my wife, according to the
tradition of Moses and the Jewish people. I shall treasure you, nourish you, support you
and respect you as Jewish men have devoted themselves to their wives, with integrity. We
promise to try to be ever open to one another while cherishing each other’s uniqueness; to
comfort and challenge each other through life’s sorrow and joy; to share our intuition
and insight with one another; and above all, to do everything within our power to permit
each of us to become the persons we are yet to be. We also pledge to establish a home
open to the spiritual potential in all life; a home wherein the ﬂow of the seasons and the
passages of life are celebrated through the symbols of Jewish heritage; a home ﬁlled with
reverence for learning, loving, and generosity; a home wherein ancient melody, candles,
and wine sanctify the table; a home joined ever more closely to the community of Israel.
This marriage has been authorized also by the civil authorities of _____. It is valid
and binding.

